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Abstract: THE SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY is confronting an acute problem in the interconnect area as IC
feature sizes continually scale below 32 nm. When the cross sectional dimension of copper wires approach their
mean free path (about 40 nm at room temperature), they suffer significant size effects because of increasing
surface scattering, grain boundary scattering, and the presence of a highly resistive diffusion barrier layer,
resulting in a sharp rise in copper resistivity. According to the 2011 International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (http://public.itrs.net), copper’s resistivity could be more than three times higher than its bulk
value at the 22-nm technology node. This steep rise in resistivity will adversely impact both performance and
reliability in terms of circuit delay, chip temperature, and current-carrying capacity. This limitation of copper
interconnects is driving research for alternative interconnect materials and technologies for next-generation
ICs. In this research, carbon nanomaterials, with their many attractive properties, are emerging as the
frontrunners to potentially replace copper for interconnects and passive devices in ICs, including vias and
through-silicon vias (TSVs), horizontal wires (local, intermediate, and global levels) and off-chip interconnects.

I.

Introduction

In this paper, we discuss various carbon nanomaterials, along with their prospects for next-generation
interconnects and passive devices. We also provide a comparative analysis of these nanomaterials, and we
illustrate why carbon nanomaterials constitute the ideal interconnect technology choice for next-generation ICs.
Unique properties of carbon nanomaterials Low-dimensional allotropes of carbon, known as carbon
nanomaterials, have extraordinary physical properties because of their unique structure. In particular,researchers
have extensively investigated their 1D forms, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and grapheme nanoribbons (GNRs),
because of their exciting prospects in various applications, including interconnects and passive devices in the
nanoelectronics area1.
II.
Atomic structure and properties
To understand the physics of CNTs and GNRs, we need to study their atomic structure. Both CNTs and
GNRs can be formed from a single-layer grapheme sheet. The carbon atoms in a graphene sheet are arranged in
a 2D honeycomb lattice structure.
A GNR can be formed by cutting a ribbon out of grapheme following an edge shape (either armchair or
zigzag). A CNT can be formed by rolling up a ribbon along circumferential vector *C (see Figure 1a). The
CNT’s chirality is defined using *C (the roll-up direction), which is a combination of lattice vectors

where n and m are a pair of integers known as the chiral indices. Depending on the circumferential edge shape, a
CNT can be armchair (n = m), zigzag (n = 0 or m = 0), as shown in Figure 1a, or chiral (other shapes). On the
other hand, a GNR’s chirality is defined by the edge shape, which is opposite to that of a CNT. Thus, starting
from the same graphene strip, the CNT shown in Figure 1a is armchair, whereas the GNR is zigzag. The
diameter D of the CNTs is also determined by the chiral indices:

where a is the lattice constant of grapheme (0.246 nm). Depending on the number of concentrically rolled up
shells, CNTs can be classified as single-walled CNTs(SWCNTs), double-walled CNTs (DWCNTs), or
multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs). Similarly, GNRs can be
classified as monolayer, bilayer, or multilayer. The ideal interval distance between different shells in DWCNTs
and MWCNTs, or between adjacent layers in multilayer GNRs is the Van der Waal’s gap (about 0.34 nm). The
unique properties of CNTs and GNRs are largely due to the unique band structure of graphene, in which the E-k
(energy vs. wave vector) relation is linear for the low energies near the six corners of the 2D hexagonal
Brillouin zone (as shown in Figure 1b), leading to zero effective mass for electrons and holes.1 Because of this
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linear dispersion relation at low energies, electrons and holes near these six points behave like relativistic
particles described by the Dirac equation for spin-1/2 particles.

Figure 1. The atomic structure of CNT and GNR derived from a graphene sheet (a), and the band structure of
graphene, where the conduction band and valence band meet at the six conical vertices (Dirac points) (b). The
left side of (a) shows the chirality definition in terms of lattice vectors ^a1 and ^a2; the (4, 2) vector is shown as
an example. The right side of (a) shows a zigzag-GNR and a (3, 3) armchair CNT based on the same ribbon,
along with the schematic view of their wave function quantization. The zoomed-in conical shape on the right
side of (b) shows a linear E-k relationship, where E is the energy and k is the wave vector. The wave function
quantization leads to the formation of a set of slice cuts on the graphene band structure (the vertical lines on the
right conical). If a slice cuts at one conical intersection point, there is no band gap (metallic); otherwise, there is
a band gap (semiconducting). The band gap is inversely proportional to the GNR width or the CNT diameter.
Hence, the electrons and holes are called massless Dirac fermions, and the six corners of the Brillouin
zone are called the Dirac points. Moreover, the sp2 bonding in these materials (where s and p are the atomic
orbitals), which is stronger than the sp3 bonds in diamond, makes graphene the strongest material ever
measured. CNTs and GNRs also have very high current- carrying capability (at least two orders of magnitude
higher than that of copper). In addition, CNTs and GNRs have long mean free paths (MFPs) at low bias because
of weak acoustic phonon scattering and suppressed optical phonon scattering at room temperature. Table 1
summarizes the key electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties of carbon nanomaterials relevant to their
interconnect and passive applications.1

III.

Metallicity of CNTs and GNRs

For interconnect applications, the metallicity of CNTs and GNRs is the main concern. It’s important to
understand their electronic structure, which again originates from graphene’s band structure, as shown in Figure
1b. The band structure of CNTs and GNRs can be studied from that of graphene by considering their structural
confinement.
The difference in the confinement conditions between CNTs and GNRs is that the wave function along
the CNT circumference is periodic, whereas the wave function along the GNR width vanishes at the two edges
(Figure 1a). These confinements can be reflected into the band structure as slice cuts (Figure 1b), each
representing one subband. Depending on the position of the slice cuts due to chirality and diameter, the resulting
band structure could be without band gap (metallic) or with band gap (semiconducting). Li et al. have explained
that the condition for achieving a metallic CNT can be expressed as n -m =3i, where i is an integer.1 Hence,
armchair CNTs are always metallic (see Figure 1a), whereas zigzag CNTs could be metallic or semiconducting,
depending on the chiral indices (n, m). Statistically, a natural mix of CNTs will have one-third metallic and twothirds semiconducting chirality. On the other hand, zigzag GNRs are always metallic (a small band gap will be
induced in zigzag GNRs once electron spin is considered, because of the staggered sublattice potential from
magnetic ordering1). Armchair GNRs can be either metallic or semiconducting, depending on the number (N) of
atoms across the width: metallic when N ¼ 3i _ 1, and semiconducting when N ¼ 3i or 3i þ 1.
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IV.

Modeling and performance analysis

As interest in carbon-nanomaterial-based interconnects gains momentum, a realistic analysis of these
interconnects is necessary to evaluate their performance and identify the domains of on-chip interconnections
(local, intermediate, and global interconnects or vias) where this novel interconnect technology has the potential
to replace copper. Here, we introduce circuitmodels for varius types of CNTs and GNRs, and analyze their
performance in various applications.
RLC model
Figure 2 shows the proposed RLC-equivalent circuit models for SWCNTs and GNRs. For DWCNT
and MWCNT interconnects, a more complicated equivalent circuit is employed. (Li et al. presented a detailed
model for MWCNT interconnects, which is also valid for DWCNT interconnects. They also provided a detailed
discussion about other CNT and GNR modeling work.1) We can derive the conductance of CNTs and GNRs
using the linear-response Landauer formula, 1 which takes into account the large quantum contact resistance RQ
( about 12.9 kO per conducting channel) between 1D conductors and 3D materials. Although both CNTs and
GNRs are considered 1D materials, a significant difference between them is the existence of edge scattering in
GNRs. CNTs are seamless tubular structures, which allow electrons to travel around. GNRs, however, have
abrupt edges and induce scattering because of edge roughness. Figure 3a compares the resistances of various
CNTs (SWCNTs, DWCNTs, and MWCNTs) and GNRs (monolayer GNRs, neutral multilayer GNRs, and
doped multilayer GNRs). For short lengths, due to large quantum contact resistance, the resistance per unit
length of CNTs and GNRs are large but decrease with increasing length, and they become stable after 10 mm.
For longer lengths, all types of CNTs could offer lower resistance than copper, whereas only AsF5 (arsenic
pentafluoride) intercalation-doped multilayer GNRs with high specularity (or very smooth edges) can provide
lower resistance than that of copper. (Intercalation involves inserting a dopant layer between adjacent graphene
layers.) Besides quantum contact resistance RQ, the RLC model in Figure 2 has two other new circuit elements:
quantum capacitance CQ and kinetic inductance LK. Both of these arise mainly because CNTs and GNRs are
low dimensional materials with low density of states near the Fermi level. In materials with low density of
states, adding charges to the system not only requires certain electrostatic energy, but also requires non
negligible additional energy to occupy the higher energy states. This additional energy can be modeled as the
quantum capacitance CQ (about 193 aF/mm per channel) in series with electrostatic capacitance CE.

Figure 2. The equivalent distributed RLC circuit model of an SWCNT or GNR interconnect. Rmc is the
imperfect contact
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resistance between the CNT and the metal; RQ is the quantum contact resistance associated with the contact
from the 1D conductor to the 3D conductor; RS is the scattering-induced resistance, depending on mean free
path; LK is the kinetic inductance; LM is the magnetic inductance associated with the CNTs or GNRs; and CQ
and CE are the quantum and electrostatic capacitances.
Similarly, to establish a current in a system, the number of charges moving in one direction must
exceed the charges moving in the other direction. These excess moving charges also require excess energy to
occupy higher energy states, and the excess energy associated with the moving charges can be modeled as the
kinetic inductance LK (about 8 nH/mm per channel) in series with the conventional magnetic inductance LM.
The value of kinetic inductance is about three orders larger than that of magnetic inductance in a single CNT or
monolayer GNR. (Other experimental work on the high-frequency characterization of CNTs has verified the
existence of kinetic inductance; see the work of Li et al. for details.1)

Figure 3. Resistance per unit length comparison for different types of CNT and GNR interconnects for the
dimensions
predicted in the 2008 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (http://public.itrs.net) for
local interconnects at the 22-nm technology node (22-nm width and 44-nm height) (a). Signal delay ratios (with
respect to copper) of SWCNT, DWCNT, MWCNT, and different types of GNRs at the 22-nm technology node
for local (b) and global (c) interconnects. The driver size is assumed to be 2 in (b) but is set to 100 in (c). The
global-interconnect width is set to be five times the minimum width, as predicted by the ITRS. Fm indicates the
fraction of metallic SWCNTs in the SWCNT bundle; n-GNR and d-GNR represent neutral multilayer GNRs and
AsF5 (arsenic pentafluoride) intercalationdoped GNRs, respectively; and p indicates the specularity of a GNR
edge: p _ 1 indicates no edge scattering (best case), and p _ 0 implies a completely diffusive edge (worst case).
For the DWCNT, the diameter is set to 1.5 nm, and metallic fraction Fm _ 1. The diameter of the MWCNT and
the width of the GNR are equal to the wire width (W).

V.

Conclusion:

We’ve compared the performance of different carbon-nanomaterial_based interconnects with that of
copper interconnects on the basis of the model in Figure 2. Figures 3b and 3c show the delay ratios of CNT and
GNR interconnects with respect to copper for local- and global-level interconnects at the 22-nm technology
node. Metallic CNT interconnects best for global interconnect in VLSI applications.
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